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Abstract

The stability problem of the boundary regions of cold blanket

systems with induced currents parallel to the lines of force

is formulated. Particular interest is focused on two types of

modes: first electrostatic modes driven by the combined effects

of a +r_nsverse resistivity gradient due to a spatially non-

unif : electron temperature and a longitudinal current, second

elec w.agnetic kink like modes driven by the torque arising

fro-i :. transverse current density gradient and magnetic field

per tr.r'iations. It is found that the combination of various

dise native and neutral gas effects introduces strong stabilizing

efir'̂ ts within specific parameter ranges. For particular steady-

si i _e models investigated it is shown that these effects become

of importance in laboratory plasmas at relatively high densities,

low temperatures and moderate magnetic field strengths. Stability

diasrams based on specific steady-state cold plasma blanket

moc:ls will be presented, --i••*•"•'•



1. Introduction

One of the main reasons for studying cold blanket systems

is associated with the impurity problem in magnetically confined

plasmas. In cold blanket systems charged as well as neutral

particle wall interaction processes are expected to become

strongly reduced resulting in a reduction of the impurity influx.

Assuming a blanket temperature of a few ev sputtering associated

with charged particles interacting with the walls becomes less

important. Furthermore, at these low temperatures the boundary

regions will act as a shield for highly energetic charge exchange

neutrals from central parts provided the product of characteristic

ion density n and characteristic blanket dimension I» exceeds

[l,2|.a certain critical value, for hydrogen n L > 10 cm
1 5 - 2

The condition n L > 10 cm also implies that the hot core

becomes impermeable for cold neutrals from wall-near regionsf

thus assuring that the heat losses due to charge exchange in

central parts are kept at a tolerable level [_lj . Moreover, when

the ion density is chosen well within the impermeable density

regime, for magnetic field strength typical for present day

confinement devices, the main plasma body t.-'comes surrounded by

a neutral gas blanket. This gas blanket could act as a fuel

reservoir in a future thermonuclear reactor provided the transport

processes are the appropriate.

In this paper we will extend previous stability analysis

of cold blanket systems [3»4J• I n particular we will investigate

systems with an induced current along the lines of force neglecting

shear. The analysis is restricted to the cold boundary regions

where large gradients are expected. In the steady state we assume

that the main heat losses due to either ionization and heating

work of neutrals or impurity radiation is covered mainly by heat

conduction. Thus ohmic heating is neclected. We will first consider

modes driven by the joint effect of a transverse resistivity

gradient, due to a spatially varying electron temperature and

an induced current in the electrostatic as well as electromagnetic

limits. These modes resemble the usual rippling modes [T] . We will



then consider kink-like modes driven by the torque arising from

a transverse current density gradient and magnetic field

perturbations. Particular interest will be focussed on stabili-

zation mechanism associated with various dissipative as well as

neutral gas effects. Stability diagrams will be presented.

2. Starting Points

The theoretical model outlined below is restricted to cold

plasma boundary layers of magnetically confined plasmas. The
20 2 2 —3parameter ranges considered are electron densities 10 -10 m ,

magnetic field strengths 0.1-10 T and electron temperatures

1-100 ev. We will consider a cylindrical plasma model (r,9,z)

with the main magnetic field in the axial direction. A comparatively

weak azimuthal magnetic field is produced by an axial current.

This current also provides the» driving force for the modes of

interest. We will assume that equilibrium quantities depend on

the radial coordinate only. Throughout the analysis we will make

use of the following additional assumptions and starting points.

(i) We assume that the macroscopic fluid equations give an

adequate description of the balance of charged and neutral

particles.

(ii) The ratio between fluid pressure and magnetic pressure is

much less than unity.

(ill)We assume that the ion, electron and neutral temperatures

are approximately equal.

(lv) We will assume the motion of charged as well as neutral

particles is mainly incompressible.

(v) Recombinations effects are neglected as compared to

ionization effects.



3. Basic Equations

Under the assumptions made in the previous section the

basic macroscopic fluid equations for charged and neutral

particles reduce to (V)
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We will also be using the quasi-neutrality condition and

Maxwell's equation

-i = O (8) V! x g = - 15at (9)

V x B = (10)

Here n = charged particle density, n = neutral particle density,

n ^ = ionization frequency, v = plasma fluid velocity,

v = neutral fluid velocity, p = electron scalar pressure,

p, = ion scalar pressure, P = P ^ + P » P = plasma pressure,

p = neutral scalar pressure, T = electron temperature,

T. = ion temperature, T = neutral particle temperature,

k = Boltzmann's constant, m = ion mass, mn - neutral mass,

\>. - v + n w, v = R <o. w. >, a. = cross section for elastic
in n^ T: in in in

ion-neutral collisions, w. = relative velocity between ion and

neutrals, < -• = avt-raaed value over particle distributions,

E = electric field strength, B ~ magnetic field strength,j = current density, n - coefficient of resistivity,n = ) *
• . - öt»xi_r.t:i. resistivity [s] due to electron-ion collisions,
n - rcsis :vity due to electr n-neutral collisions, f. =

- fraction of .ieat lost in elastic collisions between ions and

neuv.rals, £ ~ fraction of energy lost in elastic collisions

'K^:en electrons ;;nd neutrals, v = n < °en
w
er

>» ° e n
 = cross

-octxon for elistlc vclxisions betweon electrons and neutrals,

v -: relative velocity between electron and neutrals, q^ = heat

How of charged particles, q = heat flow of neutral particles,
1W -- ionization work, e ~ electron charge, R . = heat loss due

Lc collisions betweer charged particles and impurities,

. L = heau lo.s d.:: to collision between neutral particles and

impurities, i-c en .a tvp-.cal of cold plasma boundary layers
T1
e--

 >:> n, , typically. The viscosity coefficient y, due to

ion-ior. collision:-:, can be expressed as 18!



1 0 g (11)

Here A = mass number, and A = ratio between impact parameter and

Debye distan

expressed as

Debye distance. The neutral gas viscosity coefficient \i can be

nn k Tn
n 3v (12)

n

Here v denotes an effective collision frequency which is

determined by neutral-neutral collisions as well as by ion-neutral

collisions. The effective collision frequency can be expressed

as

n
n °nnwn> n °inwin> (13)

Here o - cross section for neutral-neutral collisions and

w = relative velocity between neutrals. Furthermore, the heat

flow trans-, arse to the magnetic field q.^ and q , can be expressed

as

= " X i V T (15)

Here *. and X denotes the heat conduction coefficients due toi n
ion-ion and ion-neutral as well as neutral-neutral collisions

respectively. According to Spitzer [ff|

(16)



Here kl = 10 '(«:"42f g S u 2

' y ci' '~ci
v. = ion-ion collision frequency = 6 *
and u_., = ion gyro frequency. According to Lehnert [V]

2

10"
3/2

nUnAl/T^ ,

.

X - (17)

4. Equilibrium

Let us first consider the particle and momentum balance in

a steady state cold blanket system. One finds the following

relations between charged and neutral particle densities n, and

n , on either side of the boundary region £l}9j

k2B2
k B B

(18) when " kB B

nnb = 2 nb (19) when kB B

'in <oinwtn>
r ~ — —\ 1/2

Here k_ = L̂ 111 + mn^r'ininn^in-'
and a bar (-) denotes average value over the boundary region.

Note that these relations are independent of the spatial

ionization rate, boundary layer thickness and specific form of

the heat balance. Consequently Eqs. (18) and (19) are quite

general. The only assumption made is that density gradient effects

are more important than temperature gradient effects. Let us now

consider the heat balance in some more detail. Methods for

maintaining cold plasma blankets have been discussed by several

authors. The main problem in this connection is how to shunt

away the large heat flow from central parts effectively enough.

Several schemes have been suggested as for example turbulizing

the blanket JjoJ, cooling by injection of neutrals [ll] or

more general surrounding the plasma with a gas blanket and

u.
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selective cooling by purposely introducing impurities [l2J

yielding excessive radiation losses. We will restrict ourselves

to cases when the heat losses are determined mainly by ionization

and heating work of neutrals and by impurity radiation. We then

find that the heat balance for the plasma-neutral gas system

as a whole can be approximately expressed as [jf|

5O • ! ' • (pv + nV'W
Rei = (20)

ci T = T. = T = T .len
We also assume that the heat loss due to impurity radiation

equal to the heat loss by charged particle collisions with

impurities. Thus R1 = nn f!,v kT. Here nT = density of

ei
is

impurities, f . = fraction of energy lost charged particles
Iin collisions with impurities, v . - effective collision

frequency between charged particles and impurities. Note that

in order to be able to neglect ohmic heating as compared to the

heat conduction we have to restrict ourselves to cases when

-J (21)

Here j n = induced current parallel to the lines of force,

T = central ion temperature, a = transverse plasma dimensions,

n- = resistivity parallel to the lines of force and x. = boundary

layer thickness. For simplicity we have assumed that

d ( £nT) /d ('•in) ->> 1 in central plasma parts. We will be using this

simplifying assumption throughout this analysis.

We can now integrate the heat balance equation over the

boundary layer for certain limiting cases and thus obtain

estimated of the boundary layer thickness. For the case that

ionization and heating works of neutrals is the dominating heat

loss mechanism we find v/hen n, < k B
D B



(W + 3kT)kTa
xb ~ 2 , 2

k ; k l m f ' i n U n A ) T c / 2
(22)

In this case the boundary layer thickness scales independently

of density and magnetic field strength. In the case when

n. > k B we find similarly

(W + 3kT)kTa
Xb = 2?n2 B (23)

In this case the heat conduction increases faster with ion density

than the ionination and heat work does. This thus leads to a

decrease of the boundary layer thickness with increasing ion

density. The si cuation is quite the opposite for an increasing

magnetic field ^trervjth. The expressions for the boundary layer

thickness given by Eos. (22) -(23) are special cases of more

general expression given by Lehnert Q)J.

Now le( us consider the case that impurity radiation is the

dominating heat loss mechanism. We will assume that

the density of impurities scales with density and magnetic field

ut.- -sngth in the f ol.l owing way

n - cnV (24)

Here c,a,6 derate constants. We then find that the boundary

layer thickness can be expressed in the following way

,1/2
(25)

... ,i



Thus when the ior. density increases t ho boundary layer thickness

also increases provided a < 1. For the case that the magnetic

field incre ses we tind that th : boundary layer thickness decreases

provided 8 ;- - 2. Now let us discuss this theory in connection

with present, day high density tokarnak discharges. It has actually

been suggested that impurity radiation is the most important heat

loss mechanism and the heat flow from Central parts the main

heat source close to the boundaries [13,14]. In these experiments

one observes typically a density limit which scales directly

proportional to the magnetic field strength Q.5J . This density

limit is typically explained as due to a shrinking of the current

channel leading to very peaked MHD unstable

current profiles. This picture is consistent with the model

developed provided a < 1, and g > - 2. Now this means according

to Eq. (24) that the impurity concentration decreases as the ion

density increases, whicn also identically is observed experimen-

tally | Iff] . It also seems very plausible that the impurity con-

centration scales inversely proportional to the magnetic field

strength since on'; would expect that the presence of

impurities is correlated ainon other things with the charged

particle flux reaching the wal .s. Consequently in the coming

analysis we will assume a < 1 and B > -2.

Let us finally briefly discuss in general terms which of

the two models should be used in different cases. One would expect

that the impurity radiation node! could be appropriate in the lev;

density limit since in thi? case the concentration of neutrals

would be quite negligible. For increasing ion density

the concentration of impurities typically decreases whereas

the concentration rf neutrals strongly increases. Consequently,

when approaching the gas blanket densi'y rtcirrie

one would expect that tho. ioni.?.ation model could be applicable.

5. Stabil l.ry

The anai/r;is j.s restricted to the boundary regions of cold

blanket systems. We will consider localized perturbations with



7.1

a time-space dependence of the form exp [i(k r+m0+ --•" z-uit)~] .

Here L is the length of the plasma column. For simplicity ve

will neglect the effect of shear. Furthermore the analysis is

restricted to cases wh<*n the characteristic frequency of the

perturbations is .much larger than a characteristic ionization

frequency, larger than or of the order of a characteristic drift

frequency and less than the ion gyro frequency. Moreover we will

neglect the ion and neutral particle motion along the lines

of force. Thus the present analysis becomes limited to cases when

the phase velocity along the magnetic field lines is larger than

the ion and neutral particle thermal velocities. Finally for

simplicity we will only consider adiabatic changes of state i.e.

= C O n s t' (26)

Here y denotes the ratio between specific heats. We will also

assume that T = T = T - T
i e n

The word adiabatic is here used i;, a somewhat restricted sense,

since we have assumed th-it Pr~
y is independent of any spatial

coordinate

The stability analysts is organized as follows. In section

5.1 we will discuss the stability :>f low-frequency electrostatic

current driven modes. In section 5.2 we will generalize the

analysis and also consider electromagnetic effects. In section

5.3 we will consider electromagnetic modes driven by a current

density gradient transverse to the lines of force and magnetic

field perturbations.

5.1. Electrostatic toodes_Dr_ive_n by a Current ^r^lij^X Along the

Lines pfForceancl a ^i

The procedure for deriving the dispersion relation essent-

ially follows a previous analysis and will therefore not be

repeated here [3] . The present investigation differ;; essentially

in the following way. There is a correction to the perturbed

current density along the linos of force j,f due to coupling

be'-.weon thr z o r o M ; •>rdr>-" current d e n s i t y para!, 3 ev to tho m a g n e t i c

field ana t lie transvevsc- v a r i a t i o n i.n rf?s.i si. ivi J;y <\ je to t h e
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perturbed electron temperature. Thus j w can be expressed as

J" ~ ne'
1 , Ii
2 J* T

(27)

Here ̂  = scalar potential and a curved bar (M denotes perturbed

quantities . The dispersion relation can now be found from the

quasi-neutrality condition in a similar way as in Ref. [s] .

Thus the dispersion relation can be expressed as

= 0 (28)

A, - - u>1 pn
(29)

B-, = w + w + w
1 np v- x

(30)

A- = -
2

x
Jci

o - U ) ( ( J J + 2 o ) )

np x. np vp
(31)

(32)

Here

neB dr
[33)



eBk, dnx b
c i dr

(34) (35)
nmc

(36)
yk, kT dn

neB dr
(37)

(38)
B

°A (39)

B (40) (41)

3
2 ne

(42)

(k :V2, k, = -mB /rB + 2iTnBQ/LB,Here k,

m = m(l + n_n> /nm) , f(y) = \'i - 3 (Y-1c n n L '
B = axial magnetic field strength, B & = azimuthal magnetic

field strength, T\X = coefficients of resistivity perpendicular

to the lines of force. In this connection it is important to

point out that the given dispersion relation is only valid

in the electrostatic approximation i.e. when (u,u>*.) ' >ui /w
j ci' A' r

The stability criterion can now easily be found using the

Nyquist technique. There are essentially four different types

of Nyquist plots corresponding to the dispersion relation. The

Nyquist plots can be characterized by two parameters B, and
2 2

32 " A1 B1 B2 + A2 B1' U s i n9 t n e Nyquist criterion we find that
necessary and sufficient condition for stability becomes [Vj
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> O (43) B2 " A1B1B2 + A2B1 (44)

Using the definitions of A., B., A2 and B 2 we find the equivai

inequalities

0) + U) + ID > 0

np P x
(45)

(46)

Here
np i

+ 0)
(47)

We have here neglected all terms proportional to « . The
quantities w , u> and M are by definition positive thus tb,

np v x J

relevant stability criteria given by the inequality (46). Let
us first considet the physical effects corresponding to the

2different terms in this inequality. The first term U)
A corres-

ponds to a mixture of effects. If we would neglect the terms

to • / ut and u> we find that w. is essentially proportional

to to . Consequently it is effects associated with this first

arisesterm that drives drift modes. The second term w.w*
3 ci

due to the joint action of a current density along the lines

of force and a resistivity gradient, i.e. a temperature

gradient. This term essentially provides the driving force

for the modes that we are interested in. The term t"iJ
wnn

corresponds to a stabilizing joint viscous resistive-pressure

effect previously discussed by Lehnert If] in connection with

flute modes. Note that the viscous effects are strongly enhanced

on account of plasma neutral gas interaction effects. The last

term finally corresponds to a stabilizing resistive-

diffusion effect particular for modes convecting along the lirrs

of force.
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2 xWe now restrict the analysis to cases when to A> . < o>. <n ci 3
This means that we can neglect the first term on the left hand

side of inequality (46) as compared to w.u)*.. Consequently we

only consider the situation when current driven modes are more

important than drift and ion cyclotron modes. We now procede

by finding the most difficult mode to stabilize. This mode

corresponds to the specific wave number component along the

lines of force which minimizes the sum of tu .u> . and

iii (ui + 2to ). This critical wave number k(1 is given by the
A 'r ^ Jr

expression

3(Y -

4eB

ci r

np

(48)

If we now insert this expression into the equality (46) we find

the following stability criterion

JM <
4ne VA'VV
(Y - 1)

>
np

-11/2'J (49)

] /2
Here v = B/(u n m j . It is now trivial to show that the

most difficult mode to stabilize corresponds to the modes with

the largest scale.

Thus we put kj = TT4/X. and kfa = Vx.- Cqnsequently a both

necessary and sufficient condition for stability becomes

16Tr3n

3(Y ~ l)x, x'neB

T
. •

dr'
(50'
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5.2. Electromagnetic Modes Driven by a Current Density Along

the Lines of Force and a Temperature Gradient

Also in this case we closely follow a previous analysis given

in Ref. jjf] . The main differences have already been pointed out

in Section 5.1. We only consider electromagnetic perturbation

for which the lines of force are slightly curved but not compressed

or expanded. We thus find from the quasi-neutrality condition and

Ampere's law

(u
n

-np + %p> l&. ' ° (51)

[- , . n u . _ j _ *

( _ _ + __^
w . a».
Cl Ä

+ i -X J - (52)

<< w << u and
n ci

<< u . . Here A,, is
ci

We have here assumed

the perturbed parallel component of the magnetic vector potential

Combining Eqs. (SI) and (5 2) we arrive at the following dispersion

relation

A_UJ = 0 (53'

Here

A, = o> + u) +0)
1 r y np

(54)

A2 - - «A - V , n p (55)

K 2
3 r1 ] Ci p rp- A' r,p
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As is shown in Appendix A the stability criterion is given

by A j > 0, A, - A.^2 > 0 and A, < 0.

Using the definitions of the A parameters we find that the

stability criterions can be reformulated in the following

approximate way

a) + u) + a) > 0 (57)

hi + U)
2

UA + (tt)r (58)

X
3 ci

A) + — (to
np u»r

2to )
up'

(59)

One can easily show, just noticing that (us + 2oi )/to << 1

for all cases of practical interest, that the most restrictive

condition is the inequality (59). This inequality is within the

limits of applicability of the approximations made identical to

the stability criterion for electrostatic modes derived in the

previous section. Thus a complementary way of looking upon the

last term on the right hand side of the inequality (56) associated

with electromagnetic effects is the following. If we would

altogether neglect resistive effects we would find that
2 2

'"A np + up r w°uld be replaced by w . This stabilizing

effects is of course associated with the magnetic field perturb-

ations which in its turn is associated with the current density

perturbation along the lines; of force. Now introducing finite

resistivity the current density perturbations along the lines of

force decreases and the stabilizing effect is correspondingly

reduced. This is another way of saying that plasma can slip through

the magnetic field causing less field perturbations when con-

sidering finite resistivity. Now also considering cross field

diffusion effects we find that a stabilizing effect still
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remains proportional to «»•• (fti + 2ui )/w .

5•3. Electromagnetic Modes Driven by a Current Density Gradient

Also in this case we follow the analysis given in Ref. J_6J .

Equation (29) in this reference is now being replaced by

5* x (v? +

+ nm j t + u k . v = 0
c d t c •*• j

(60)

We thus find that the quasi-neutrality condition can be expressed
as

(w + itu

U< + iui + iw _) A- = 0 (61)

Here

niti k i dr (62)
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The dispersion relation can now be found from Eq. (61) and

Ampere's law Eq. (52). Proceeding in a similar way as in the previo'i;

section we ind that the stability criterion is given by

(63)

"dj
np

Idnp + 2ui
Ul to
r y

(64)

After some trivial rearrangements of terms we find that the most

restrictive condition is given by the inequality (64) which thus

becomes the relevant stability criterion. Let us briefly make

some comments on the different terms in this stability criterion.

The first term on the left hand side of the inequality (64)

corresponds to a destabilizing effect due to a transverse current

density gradient. The second term u>A corresponds to the usual

stabilizing effect arising from the bending of the lines of force.

The last term, approximately equal to u us for most cases

of interest, corresponds to a stabilizing effect which arises

due to a joint viscous-magnetic diffusion effect. In order to find

the most difficult mode to stabilize we optimize the difference

between u),. - 'J* with respect to kff. We thus find that the) , . 'J

critical wave number component k» along the lines of force

can be expressed as

dr
(65)
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If we now insert this expression into the inequality (64) we

arrive at the following expression fa1" the critical current

density gradient d j B ,/dr

2k

dr

2 2
r ntycn e n

wokb Ln2e2naf(Y) +

Also in this case we find that the most difficult modes to

stabilize corresponds to the modes with the largest scale.

Consequently a both necessary and sufficient criterion for

stability against curreny gradient driven modes becomes

•tf
dr

(67)
27T

6. Discussion of Results

Let U K now apply th° results of the equilibrium analysis to

the theory developed in the previous section. We recognize ("hat

the derived seal ings of neutral gas density with ion density

and magnetic field strength Eqs. (18)-(19) ar^ more general

than the derived scaling of the boundary layer thi.ckne?'?

T.qs. (?2), C/3), (7B). Thus in order to keep the analysis

as general as possible we first iu?t assume that x.r sealer, in

the following general way

(68)
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Here c , e and 6 denote constants. Later we will specify

c , t and 6 considering the specific models

discussed in section 4. We now find in the limit

n < k,,B and w >> <o that the stability criteria can be
B r,p yp

expressed in the following way

JH <
32ATnAf'Y) 2kTnh 2-2en-3-26

k« n«°inwin
(69)

3 2n.kTh

d r 3lloCokB

»^x" ,1/2
(70)

Here h = 1 +

assuming u> . >>

10* 2 4 (£nA)and V,/"M =8.8

No'i e that h is nearly independent of n,

and T. The only weak riep^r,denes enters through the term «n1.

In the Iiir.i1 a* >> <o we fnvd

i.i

3» < "
6 41;

4k2T2h ! 2xf(Y)Y"|l/2 2. 3 4.3fi

L j n B (71)

dr u c
o o

l-2e - 2 6
(72)

Let us now discuss the case corresponding to <i> >> upp assuming

w . >> v . The opposite case corresponds to w ' >> 10 can be

treated in a similar way. If we assume that e < 1 or e < 1/3

we find for increasing ion density that the stability properties

improve in the sense that the critical current and current

gradients increase respectively. Turtermor^ if we assume

& > - 3/2 or f> > - 1/3 we find for an increasing magnetic

field that the stability propert.its decrease for the respective

modes. Note t;ĥ '. U u s type of. behaviour is characteristic assuming
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ionization work being the dominant heat loss mechanism in the

boundary region i.e. e = 6 = 0 . If we on the other hand would

assume tha*- impurity radiation is the dominant heat loss

mechanism i.e. e = 1 -a and Ö = - 2 -8 we cannot draw these

conclusions even when ot < 1 and 6 > - 2. The conclusions which

can be drawn in this case depend critically on the values of oC

and 6 which remain unspecified.

Stability diagrams for cold plasma boundary layers are

shown in Pigs. 1-4 for current and current gradient driven modes

respectively assuming ionization work being the dominant heat

loss mechanism. We have here chosen T = 10 K, a = 0.5 m,

In (A) = 8, a i n = 0.5 x 10"
18, Y = 4/3. In Figs. 1-3 we have

indicated the stability regions in n,B space for different

values of if and dj^/dr assuming TV - 4eV. Also contours

of constant ratio are shown between neutral and charged particle

densities or wall contours of constant B i.e. ratio between

plasma pressure anc magnetic field pressure. In Figs. 2-4 the

stability regions are shown in n,B space for fixed values of j

and dj/;/dr while varying the temperature in the boundary regions.

As can be seen from Figs. 1-4 the stability properties typically

improve for increasing charged particle density as well as for

decreasing magnetic field strength and boundary region temperature,

Note that in all cases considtred in this numerical example

[i. > u and w >> u typically. Thus the critical current

and current density gradient are given by Eqs. (69) and (70)

Let us now turn to the limit n > kBB, and o>np >> w p p

assuming v >y V. we then find the following stability criteria
n i

32TT xf (Y)

,2
"o

6kT 1/2 l-2eo-2-26n D (73)

dr

6 n » k T

°inwin
n (74)
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For the case when (•; ^> ui aiso assuming y >> vi. we find

64TT4)C2T2 r 2n,f

!
-3eD-2-36

(75;

and the restriction on d."}B/dr is given by inequality

(72). Let us now consider the case corresponding to <»> >> ^ p -

The situation is analogous for cases when w <<: w . We thus

find that the conclusion made concerning the scaling of j w and

dj-/dr in the limit n < knB, also applies in this cast provided

e < 1/2, or r• < 0 and 5 > - i or <S > 0 respectively. This

is typically the case when icnization and excitation work is

the dominating heat loss rcechani:-5n i.e. c- - -2, 6 - 2 . Also in

this case we cannot draw any definite conclusions for the case

that impurity radiation Is ihe dominant, heat io« v mechanism.

However in this high-density r--"£iir*' i.e. n •> k n v/c: generally

expect that the ionizatiori lesser, and not impurity radiation

is the dominating heat loss mechanism.

7. Summary and Conclusions

We have derived stability critezia for elecrro&tat.iC as well

as electromagnetic modes driven by the combined rxZcct of. a

current density along the lines of force and a transverse resis-

tivity gradient, associated with a temperature gradient, in cold

plasmas penetrated by neutral, gas. The results indicate that a

joint viscous-resistive pressure and a resistive-diffusion

effect, discussed in several previous papers [3-6J > introduce

stabilizing effects also for these modes. A difference

from previous analysis is the procedure for obtaining the final

stability criteria. This involves min'rai zinR fcne critical current

density with respect to the wave number components panllel and

perpendicular to the lines of force, respectively. Furthermore

we have also derived stability criteria for electromagnetic kink

like modes driver by the torque arising '.rcm & t/^nai/orn: current.

density gradient: and magnetic field perturbations. TlT?r*e modes
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are typically stabilized by a combined viscous-magnetic diffusion

effect in addition vo the usual stabilizing effect arising from

the bending of the lines nf force. The final stability criterion

have also ir. this of-^ K.-en atviiiy -r.̂ tsr minimizing the

critical current der.sity gradient with respect to the wave

number component yarallel anU perpendicular to the lines

of force.

The respective stability criteria have been evaluated for

datas obtained from specific cold b"! arket steady-state

models. Under the assumption that the heat losses due to

ionization and heating work of neutrals are balanced by the heat

supply due tc heat conduction from central parts it was found

that the stability properties typically improves for increasing

ion densities and decreasing magnetic field strength and electron

temperature in tru? boundary regiens. If we on the other hand

would assume that impurity radiation is the dominant heat loss

mechanism the situation becomes mere complex. The conclusion

which can be dra'-m -Jep̂ nds critically on how the concentration

of impurities series vi.-ch ion cunsity, magnetic field strength

and electron tempersture.

We have illustrated the results of the present stability

analysis for datas typical of rold pj.asr.ui boundary layers in

the limit n < k 6 in Figs. 7-4 assuming that ionization and

heating work of neutrals is th« dominating heat loss mechanism.

In these figures ve hrvc indicated the domains in n.B space

corresponding tc .-.table states for given values of j B and

dj#/dr. The results ir.dicate that <icx-.r,G boundary regions of

cold blanket syct<?T.= e.t moderate magnetic field strengths are

characterized By extremely favourable stability properties for

the modes considered.

Fruitful discussion*» with Frof. B. Lehnert on this paper

is acknowledged.
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Appendix A

Derivation of Stability Criteria

The dispersion relation for electromagnetic modes, for both

cases investigated in section 5, can formally be expressed as

3 2
) + iA.u) + A»0

(A 1)

We now make use of the transformation z =-iu>. Defining

P(z) = iD(ui) we find

P(z) = z (A 2)

The number of zeros of D(;j) with Imw < 0 i.e. the number of

stable solutions corresponds to the number of zeros of P(z) with

Re z < 0. Consequently the stability criterion can be found by

requiring that all zeros of P(z) have negative rea] parts.

We will now make use of the following two theorems given by

Marder [l7J Given the real po'ynomial

F(z; = zn + A^"" 1 + ... + An,

let us form the determinants 6, = A, and

1' 3 ' 5'

o,

o,

o,

1, A2,

0, 0,

-l

2k-2

2k-4
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for k =2,3, ... ,n, with A. = 0 for j > n. Let us denote by p

and q the number of zeros of F(z) in the half-planes R(z) > 0

and R(z) < 0 respectively. Fu thermore let us define r = 0 or

according as n is even or odd and let us set

2k-1

2k

If 6 jl 0 for k = 1,2, ... ,n, then

p =

q = v(l,c1,c3, ... ' r
n _ 1 + r ) + (l»e2'

r-4' — '

Here v ( f ^ , f 2 » • •*^ n ^ e t 3 u a ^ s t h G number of v a r i a t i o n s of s i g n i n

t h e sequence f . , f 2 , . . . f .

HURWITZ CRITERION. If all the determinants «k defined in the

previous theorem are positive, the polynomial F(z) has only zeros

with negative real parts.

Let us now apply these theorems to the polynomial given by

Eq. A(2). We then find that «1, <32 and 63 are given by

(A 3)

(A 4)
1 - A.
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1

0

- A,

- A.

0

0

- A.

(A 5)

Using Hurwitz criterion we find that the following conditions

have to be satisfied in order for all zeros to D(u>) to correspond

to stable modes

0, (A 6)
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Fig.I. Stability diagram for current driven modes. The following

a = 0.5 m,= 106K.set of d ta has been choosem
4

T, = 4 *10 K. The system is stable above the solid lines.

Also shown are contours of constant ratio between neutral and

charged particle densities and constant 6 i.e. ratio between

plasma and magnetic field pressure. The results obtained

are only valid below the n = k_B contour.

Fig.2. Same as Fig.l except that the electron temperature in the

boundary region is varied for different values of j B .

Fig.3. Stability diagram for modes driven by a current density

gradient transverse to the magnetic field. Otherwise the

same as in Fig.l.

Fig.4. Stability diagram for modes driven by a current density

gradient transverse to the magnetic field keeping djB/dr

fixed and varying the electron temperature in the boundary

region. The systen is stable above the solid lines.
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STABILITY PROPERTIES OF COLD BLANKET SYSTEMS FOR

CURRENT DRIVEN MODES

D. Ohlsson, December 1977, 30 p. in English

The stability problem of the boundary regions of cold

blanket systems with induced currents parallel to the lines

of force is formulated. Particular interest is focused on

two types of modes: first electrostatic modes driven by

the combined effects of a transverse resistivity gradient

due to a spatially non-uniform electron temperature and a

longitudinal current, second electromagnetic kink like modes

driven by the torque arising from a transverse current density

gradient and magnetic field perturbations. It is found that

the combination of various dissipative and neutral gas effects

introduces strong stabilizing effects within parameter ranges.

For particular steady-state models investigated it is shown

that these effects become of importance in laboratory plasmas

at relatively high densities, low temperatures and moderate

magnetic field strengths. Stability diagrams based on specific

steady-state cold plasma blanket models will be presented.

Key words; Cold blanket, neutral gas blanket, boundary region,

stability, kink irodes, current driven modes, resistivity

viscosity, ion-neutral collisions.


